
Baggage Allowance
Uganda – Qatar Airways

Checked Baggage:

2 pieces (23kg/50lb each) (we are sourcing extra suitcases, one for your clothes (and as many donations as possible and one 

entirely for donations – which we will help you pack).

Maximum dimensions*The length + width + height should not exceed 158cm (by piece), 300cm (by weight).

Maximum weight: A single piece of checked-in baggage should weigh no more than 32kg (70lb)

In addition to the regular checked-in baggage allowance you may carry, you may also bring along hand baggage on board the cabin 

during your Qatar Airways flight: This is important – you need to maximise this.

Economy Class customers are allowed to carry one piece of baggage, not to exceed 7kg (15lb)

Baggage guidelines

Maximum dimensions for each piece of hand baggage are 50x37x25cm (20x15x10in)

In addition to your hand baggage allowance, you can also carry personal items such as one lady’s handbag or one small briefcase; 

one coat, cape or blanket;; one small camera or binoculars; limited reading material; duty-free items purchased on the day of your 

flight.

Liquids and gels in hand baggage

You may carry liquids, gels, pastes and aerosols in containers up to 100ml. Your containers should be carried in a transparent, 

resealable, quart- or litre-sized bag no larger than 20x20cm (8x8in). Please ensure all items fit comfortably in the plastic bag.

Airport security will ask you to produce your transparent bag of liquids separately for screening. Consider packing all personal 

electronic devices that you do not intend to use in-flight into your check-in baggage.



Dress codes

For travelling there (and back):

Loose comfortable trousers or leggings, Lander 4 Uganda t-shirt and hoodie – for easy identification in the 

airport.  Students may want to change on the (Doha/Entebbe plane).

While we are in Entebbe:

Swimming costume for the hotel (be careful of chlorine levels)

Comfortable, practical clothing for the boat trip to the Chimp Sanctuary

Loose trousers/t-shirt or dress for shopping

Comfortable shoes

No tight leggings or short shorts

While we are in the schools:

Nothing above the knee

Old trainers

T-shirts/loose trousers

Vests are OK but should be worn with something else over the top if out of doors

TAKE A HAT!



Medication

We don’t need to take in medication unless students need support in taking it, or are worried it will be lost 

or forgotten (for instance antibiotics which need to be taken with every meal).

Students should carry some Antimalarials in their hand luggage, and some in their main luggage.  If they 

lose any of it they should let us know immediately.

It’s best to take the first ‘Malerone’ (if taking that type) on the day we leave at 9am, we then remind 

students every morning to take it.

We do need to know what medication they are taking in case of emergency so please include everything 

on the medical record form.



Baby/Children’s Clothes
Colouring pencils 
Pens
Arts and craft supplies

Sports equipment
Early Reading books
Colouring books
Educational posters
Blow up globes
Stickers

We are still sorting the container of donations from pre-2020 and cleaning/washing 
items which we can take e.g. bras/football boots


